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INTRODUCTION

Walking and biking are the most basic and the healthiest modes of transport. The growth
of these modes could serve the society from various aspects. Benefits of such non-motorized
transportation modes are not limited to reducing pollution or decreasing obesity rate, but also
impact psychological factors either at the individual or societal level. Nevertheless these modes
are the most vulnerable modes once exposed to motorized traffic. The term “exposure” refers to
the “rate of contact with a potentially harmful agent or event” (Raford & Ragland, 2005). More
exposure is expected to result in more crash risk for pedestrians and bicyclists.
Engineers, planners and policy makers tend to encourage people to walk or bike more and at the
same time want to reduce crashes and consequential harms. The problem is how to increase
exposure without increasing crashes. How we can boost up the usage of non-motorized modes of
transportation without putting pedestrians and bicyclists at risk of crashes? What factors may
increase their exposures? What factors may increase their crashes? How the exposure may
influence the crash and related risk measure?
Non-motorized exposures and crashes change throughout the road network. Waldo Tobler’s first
law of geography quotes;
"Everything is related to everything else, but closer things are more closely related"
Likewise factors which impact exposures and crashes, vary from one place to another. In other
words, their influence is the function of their geographic location. This concept makes the space
(location) one of key players in studying exposures and crashes. Due to same reason, utilization
of GIS tools becomes vital in these studies.
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This research intends to find the answers to above-mentioned questions by identifying the spatial
factors which impact the exposures, crashes and their relationship in four Michigan cities; Ann
Arbor, East Lansing, Flint and Grand Rapids. Once these factors are recognized, then it will be
possible to find effective methods to control or overcome the challenges.
To achieve this goal, multiple objectives were defined. First objective was to recognize the
variety and types of required data for the study. Thus an extensive literature review was
conducted to find influential factors in occurrence of crashes and exposures according to previous
studies. These factors were grouped on basis of their types and similarities.
The second objective was to develop appropriate models to find influential factors in generating
non-motorized exposures. For model development, data collection plan was developed to gather
all data which had already been perceived as influential and feasible within the budget constraints.
In terms of exposure data, intersections were chosen as the focal point of the non-motorized, and
pedestrian and bicycle volumes were collected at 92 (signalized) intersections in four cities. Fiveyear crash records (2007-2011) and other required data were also gathered. Data collected were
processed in ArcGIS for further spatial data analyses. The data collected were used for models
estimating volumes in all signalized intersections.
The last objective was to find significant factors impacting non-motorized crashes. Census tracts
were chosen as the level of analyses and exposures were aggregated within each census tract. The
exposures (volumes) and other spatial data were included to constitute crash models for
pedestrians and bicyclists. The results were scrutinized to verify the impact of exposure and
identify the influential factors. The interaction of exposure and crash was discussed in details and
various perspectives of related problems were examined in corresponding chapters.
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The outcome of this study is expected to help transportation planners in improving non-motorized
safety and promoting non-motorized transportation modes by providing various informative
performance measures evaluating safety for non-motorized dynamics.
This research was partly supported by the grant project “Development of performance measures
for non-motorized dynamics” which was funded by MDOT under supervision of Dr. Jun-Seok Oh
at Department of Civil and Construction Engineering in Western Michigan University.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

The term “Exposure” refers to the “rate of contact with a potentially harmful agent or event”
(Raford & Ragland, 2005). Non-motorized exposure is defined in similar fashion as the
pedestrian’s / bicycle’s rate of contact with motorized traffic. Clearly more contacts resulted in
more crashes while the severity of crashes could be lessened. In other words, more non-motorized
volumes are expected to cause more accidents, whereas the most severe crashes may occur in low
volume (motorized and non-motorized) locations. Due to this reason many factors creating nonmotorized volumes are similar to those create crashes.
Land use was considered to be a determinant factor in generating pedestrian volumes no matter at
what level the volumes were aggregated (Raford & Ragland, 2005).
In addition to land use, local population, population density, travel behavior, environment and
facility characteristics (sidewalk, bicycle lane, etc.) were introduced as determinant factors in
generating non-motorized trips at different levels, aggregate or disaggregate (Turner, et al., 1998).
Network characteristics (connectivity) and friendliness, supporting policies, travel times and the
cost of bicycling or walking vs. other modes were also considered to be effective on nonmotorized exposures. It was shown that significant differences existed between two nonmotorized modes (walking and biking) which related to trip distance, independency of mode and
traveler attitude (Jones & Buckland, 2008).
In latter reference, factors were introduced as follows;
“Social factors (Income, age, location of residence, etc.), Weather factors (Temperature,
precipitation, etc.), Physical factors (Land use type/mix, density, topography, population
density, etc.), User characteristics (Trip purpose, trip frequency, trip origin and destination,
facility access mode, facility preference, requested improvements, etc.), Transportation
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factors (Roadway volume-speeds, crossings, transit linkage, mode share, etc.), Facility factors
(Facility type, quality, access, aesthetics, connections, length, network quality, destination,
maintenance condition, user by type, etc.)” (Jones & Buckland, 2008) – page 14
Non-motorized crashes have been extensively researched and documented. The influential factors
can be classified into following groups:
•

Demographic

•

Socio-Economic

•

Land-use

•

Facility

•

Transit and Travel mode

•

Geometry and Design

•

Other Factors (Environmental, Seasonal, etc.)

In this chapter, literatures related to each of above-mentioned groups were reviewed.
1. Demographic

Research which was conducted (Emaasit et al., 2013) in Tennessee, suggested that crash clusters
have a strong correlation with African American population densities. Also young population,
ages 15 to 19, were associated with increased crash frequency. Another study conducted in New
York (Narayanamoorthy et al, 2013), which modeled pedestrian and bicycle injuries by severity
level at census tract, suggested that census tracts with high population density and minority
population groups were more likely to have higher injury counts. Another group of researchers
(Kaplan, Sigal et al, 2013) investigated risk factors associated with cyclist injury severity on
Danish roads and concluded that cyclist injury severity increased after the age of 60. Findings of
another research (Zhuping, Zhou et al., 2013), which focused on a comparison analysis between
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pedestrian crash data in China and the USA, concluded that males were more likely to be
involved in pedestrian crashes and young people were more likely to be involved in pedestrian
crashes (in United States) than any other age group.
Another group of researchers (Clifton K. J., Burnier C. V. and G. Akar., 2009) developed two
models to examine the effects of personal and environmental characteristics on the severity level
of pedestrian crash injuries. According to their results, women tended to be injured less frequently
than male pedestrians. A bicycle crash study in Hong Kong (Loo & Tsui, 2010) suggested that
about 74% of bicyclists were male with the mean age of 32 years old and median age of 25 years.
Children were more likely to sustain injuries and the elderly were more probable to be fatally
injured. Another investigation (Wier, M. et al, 2009) conducted on the census tract level, showed
a number of residential populations directly controls number of injury crashes (crashes resulting
in injuries or fatalities) while a percentage of residents age 65 or older had a negative effect on
this number. A study (Lee, C. and A. M. Abdel, 2005) found that middle-aged male drivers and
pedestrians were involved in more pedestrian crashes than any other age group. It also suggested
that intoxicated drivers and pedestrians were correlated to more crashes at night-time rather daytime. The higher the population density (at Traffic Analysis Zone level) and the total number of
dwelling units significantly caused a greater severity in the pedestrian and bicyclist crashes
(Siddiqui, Chowdhury et al., 2011).
An investigation (Graw & König, 2002) focused on crashes between pedestrians and bicyclists
suggested that the majority of cyclists were young while pedestrians involved with a lower
tolerance of trauma were elderly people.
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2. Socio-Economy

Socio-economic factors can also impact the pedestrian and bicycle crashes according to numerous
studies. Higher percent rates of families, who are below poverty level or have an income lower
than 10,000 per year, could result in more pedestrian crashes. Also higher unemployment rate or
higher percent of households without car could increase pedestrian crashes at census tract level
(Emaasit et al., 2013). How low income households and employee populations raise pedestrian
crashes was also investigated in another study (Wier, M. et al, 2009). The total number of
employment and the percent of households with non-retired workers with zero or one automobile
could cause more pedestrian and bicycle crashes. The median household income and the crash
frequency were inversely correlated (Siddiqui, Chowdhury et al., 2011).
3. Land Use

Land use describes the types of activities which occur in one location. As these activities
influence trip generations or attractions in one place, they could also impact the bicycle and
pedestrian crashes depending on the exposure level they create. The percent of residential land
use could affect the pedestrian crash frequency as it was investigated in Austin, Texas (Wang
Yiyi et al., 2013). In terms of severity, commercial neighborhood, schools and offices were
associated with more pedestrian and bicycle injury crashes. Industrial areas caused significantly
high bicycle crash injury counts (Narayanamoorthy et al, 2013). Dense urban areas may decrease
the severity of crashes (Kaplan, Sigal et al, 2013) because of lower speeds. Another investigation
suggested that more pedestrian and bicycle injury rates occurred closer to the terminal location
(Moini & Liu, 2013). Retails and community centers were also found to be correlated with
pedestrian casualties. Cyclist casualties were also associated with an increase in retail land uses
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(Wedagama, D. P. et al., 2006). Mixed land use of residential-commercial (ratio per land area)
and specifically commercial land use are correlated with increased vehicle-pedestrian severe
crashes (Wier, M. et al, 2009). Locations of schools, liquor stores and bus stops are correlated
with pedestrian crashes according to another study (Harwood, D. W. et al., 2008). One study
which focused on pedestrian crashes at intersections, found commercial properties and children
population in the proximity of the intersection as factors associated with pedestrian crashes
(Schneider, R. J. et al., 2010).
4. Facility

Transportation facilities such as intersections, road network, bicycle lanes, parking, etc. interact
with pedestrian and bicycle movements, therefore they impact pedestrian and bicycle crashes.
Street density and sidewalk density were shown to influence the pedestrian crash frequencies with
inverse correlation (Wang. et, al., 2013). The total number of intersections per TAZ (Traffic
Analysis Zone) was verified as a significant factor on pedestrian and bicycle crashes (Siddiqui,
Chowdhury et al., 2011). Proportion of highways and local neighborhood roads and city streets
had negative impact on non-capacitating injuries while proportion of bicycle lanes and trails
reduced incapacitating injuries (Narayanamoorthy et al, 2013). Road networks in Alameda
County, California were studied and the results showed that fewer non-motorized crashes
occurred at areas with greater main road density (confirming the results from previous studies). It
also showed that the existence of more intersections between each pair of roads tended to have
fewer pedestrian and bicycle crashes. The same study suggested that the more sub-coral networks
clustered within the main road network, the fewer non-motorized crashes would occur (Zhang,
Yuanyuan et al., 2013). The presence of bicycle lanes elevated the safety for cyclists and parked
vehicles while undermined pedestrian safety and increased vehicle-pedestrian crashes (Moini &
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Liu, 2013). The positive impact of bicycle facilities and appropriate facilities on lowering the
risks for cyclists was replicated in another study (Winters Meghan et al., 2013). Parked vehicles
were indicated as a significant factor in elevating injury severity level (Zahabi, S.A. et al., 2011).
5. Transit and Travel Mode

In this category the influence of factors related to modes of transportation, travel characteristics
and transit on non-motorized crashes are discussed. A research showed that walking to work
increased the pedestrian crashes (Emaasit et al., 2013). It could also be expected that high traffic
volumes (ADT, AADT, etc.) impacted pedestrian-vehicle crashes (Shankar, Venkataraman N., et
al., 2003). In addition to traffic volumes at intersections, the ratio of minor road ADT (Average
Daily Traffic) to major road ADT, pedestrian volumes and the presence of bus stops within 1,000
feet of the intersection could elevate the risk of pedestrian-vehicle crashes (Harwood, D. W. et al.,
2008). The impact of ADT on the frequency of pedestrian-vehicle injury crashes was also verified
in another study while the lack of public transit was implied as an elevating factor on injury
crashes (Wier, M. et al, 2009). Another study confirmed the impact of traffic volume at
intersections and corridors on pedestrian injury crashes (Schneider R. J. et al., 2004). Correlation
between the location of transit bus stops and pedestrian injuries, and the correlation between the
location of bicycle racks and bicyclist injuries were reported in another study (Moini & Liu,
2013). The fatality (or injury) risk of pedestrians in correlation with vehicle speed was evidently
documented in multiple researches, (Rosén & Sander, 2009) and (Lee, C. and A. M. Abdel, 2005).
6. Geometry / Design

Geometry and design characteristics of road network may affect all types of crashes including
pedestrians and bicycles. There are different facilities or physical features in roads such as cross
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walks, bicycle lanes, shared lanes, road width, intersection control type, lane configuration,
signals, lightings, etc. which may increase or reduce the crash frequency or its severity. TWLTL
(Two Way Left Turn Lane) and inappropriate lighting were found to be associated with elevated
pedestrian crash frequency while less signal spacing were associated with fewer pedestrian
crashes (Shankar, Venkataraman N., et al., 2003). Results of intense research on non-motorized
lanes next to vehicles showed that the movement of the non-motorized traffic highly impacted the
performance of the moving vehicles in the adjacent lane (Xie, Dong-Fan, et al., 2009). Drivers’
behavior also strongly affected non-motorized crashes. A study carried out in China showed that
the presence of flashing green or countdown green which were used for the transition from green
to red, increased the risk of non-motorized crashes (Dong, Sheng, et al., 2011). One study
suggested that appropriate geometry and on-street parking designs which had less conflict with
bicycles, could improve safety even though it included the conversion of separate bicycle lanes to
shared lanes (Barnes, Emma et al., 2013). Another study suggested that inadequate walking
facilities and lighting could increase pedestrian crash risks at nighttime (Moini & Liu, 2013). The
correlation between slope and bicycle crash was revealed in another study (Winters Meghan et al.,
2013). Crossings were also considered as important locations to facilitate the movement of
pedestrians inside a traffic network. Findings showed that more crossings resulted in less
pedestrian crashes (Clifton K. J., Burnier C. V. and G. Akar., 2009). On the other hand if
pedestrians were supposed to cross more number of lanes (at intersections), a higher crash
frequency was expected (Harwood, D. W. et al., 2008). Incomplete sidewalks at road segments
resulted in more pedestrian crash frequencies (Schneider R. J. et al., 2004). Exclusive right turns
at intersections increased pedestrian crashes, while raising the medians mitigated the frequency
(Schneider, R. J. et al., 2010). Undivided roads could also increase the pedestrian crash frequency,
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while intersections equipped with traffic control devices resulted in fewer severe pedestrian
crashes (Lee, C. and A. M. Abdel, 2005). Poor lighting was recognized as another factor which
resulted in more severe and higher number of pedestrian crashes (Lee, C. and A. M. Abdel, 2005)
(Spainhour, L. K. et al., 2006) (Zahabi, S.A. et al., 2011).
7. Miscellaneous Factors

In addition to factors which were previously mentioned, there are numerous other factors
(behavior, temperature, weather, road condition, vehicles, cultural issues, etc.) that could
contribute to non-motorized crashes. Some of those factors are introduced here, though an
intensive literature review should be carried out to extend the list. In terms of behavioral
influence of involved parties in a crash, studies showed that more crashes were likely to occur
when pedestrians or drivers or cyclists were intoxicated (Lee, C. and A. M. Abdel, 2005), (Oxley,
Jennifer et al., 2006) and (Spainhour, L. K. et al., 2006). Intoxication could also cause more
severe non-motorized crashes. Vehicle straight movement (also categorized as behavioral factor)
resulted in more severe crashes for pedestrians and bicycles (Zahabi, S.A. et al., 2011) and
(Kaplan, Sigal et al, 2013). The type of car (van, truck, bus, etc.), road condition (slippery),
environment and so on could also impact the non-motorized crash frequency or crash severity as
well (Kaplan, Sigal et al, 2013), (Lee, C. and A. M. Abdel, 2005), (Spainhour, L. K. et al., 2006)
and (Zahabi, S.A. et al., 2011).
Reviewing previous researches helped to develop a plan for data collection and verify what data
were needed and how they could be obtained or what strategies to be considered to facilitate data
gathering procedures. In the next chapter data collection methods and procedures are explained.
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DATA COLLECTION

1. Pedestrian and Bicyclist Counts

In this research pedestrian and bicyclist volume data at intersections were collected in four
Michigan cities: Ann Arbor, East Lansing, Flint and Grand Rapids. Two methods of data
collection are manual and automatic (by sensor). After doing some research and online searches,
Miovision system (Miovision Technologies Inc.) was selected to provide required sensors for
counting pedestrians and bicyclists. This sensor functions on the basis of video recognition
system, and consists of camera sensor, control unit, camera pole and accessories. The figure
below demonstrates some steps during installation. After installation, video images can be
scheduled to record up to 72 hours continuously and videos are stored in memory cards from
which they can be uploaded to the website for further processing.

Figure 1 : Miovision sensor installation

Due to budget constraints and limitations, 3 video sensors were rented from Miovision and 5
students were trained for manual data collection. It was decided to gather data in each city only
during active hours of one weekday (12 hour timeframe) and plan for data collection was
arranged. According to this plan, in each city three locations were selected as reference locations
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for 12-hour continuous data collections (3 sensors were available), and 20 locations were chosen
for one-hour manual data gathering at each intersection. Manual spots would be grouped later in
accordance to their homogeneity, and then similar characteristics with reference locations and
their data would be extrapolated respectively.
Similar to previous researches (Jones & Buckland, 2008) locations for data collection (Sensor and
Manual) were selected by mapping pedestrian and bicycle crash data history (2004 through 2011)
in ArcGIS 10, choosing high crash density locations, high activity locations (schools, nonmotorized facilities, etc.), land-use characteristics (using Google Map), and reviewing local
agencies’ proposed sites. In addition to the factors above, the spread of locations over the city was
another factor to determine data locations. More details about these factors are discussed in
further sections. As the result in each city one sensor was determined to cover a busy downtown
intersection, while other sensors were located in less crowded areas with different types of landuse. The majority of chosen sites had a considerable number of pedestrian or bicycle crashes in
their records or at least one crash had occurred during the study timeframe. For more information
about crash data it is referred to the related topic.
The next step was to design the appropriate form to enter manual counts during the field
operation. A sample of form which was used for manual pedestrian and bicycle counts has been
illustrated in figure below. It included a scheme of intersection, its description and directions,
date, starting time of counting, operator information, lane-configuration, bicycle lane availability,
sidewalk availability and counting table for pedestrians / bicycles which were ridden or walked
through crosswalks. The counting table was organized on basis of 15 minute period data
aggregating and it included four periods of (one hour) data.
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Figure 2 : Pedestrian and bicyclist count collection form

Once the list of sites was finalized and preparations were completed, the field operation was
scheduled and began in October of 2012. Weather was considered to be a major factor in
conducting the operation because it would impact the number of pedestrians and bicyclists, thus
weather forecasts were reviewed carefully and the operation was conducted on only non-rainy
days with mild temperature.
Pedestrian and bicyclist counts in the cities of Grand Rapids, Ann Arbor, East Lansing and Flint
were collected respectively on October 17th, 22nd, 24th and 25th. In each city the operation began at
7:00 AM and continued till 7:00 PM. During the operation, staffs were transported between
manual data spots. Considering this limitation each person managed to conduct five intersections
and a minimum requirement of 20 manual locations was fulfilled (four students for counting and
one student as the driver). Sensors were installed and started working from 7:00 AM and taken
down after 12 hours. Figures below show all the data collection locations in all four cities.
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Figure 3 : Locations in Ann Arbor

Figure 4: Locations in East Lansing

Figure 5: Locations in Flint

Figure 6: Locations in Grand Rapids

At the end of each day data files were uploaded to Miovision website and all manual forms were
filed and stored in Excel spreadsheets for further processing.
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i.

Data Validation

Miovision released the tabulated results of the pedestrian and bicyclist counts for all movements
and also video files containing 12-hour video for each location. 144 hours of video files were
received. Since the accuracy and reliability of the results were the main concern, it was decided to
choose randomly about 14% (more than 5%) of the whole video records and recount manually for
validation purpose. 20 hour videos reviewed and counted at 15 minute intervals. Then they were
compared with sensor results. With regards to pedestrian counts, no systematic error was
observed (Total Error 1.39%) but a random error with the Mean Absolute Error value of 11.36 %
was found (which is relatively acceptable and low). One intersection (Grand River – Division in
East Lansing) was excluded from this calculation due to its geometric complexity which resulted
in a high error and it was recounted manually. Following formula used to calculate total percent
of Error;
𝑛

Mean Absolute Error Percent = � �
1

[|Observed Value − Sensor Value|]
∗ 100� /n
Obsereved Value

Where “n” is the number of observations
The error distribution for pedestrian counts (histogram) is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Error histogram for pedestrian counts

The lack of systematic error can be inferred from Figure 7 and errors are almost evenly
distributed on either side of the zero axes.
Figure 8 shows pedestrian manual counts (horizontal axis) against sensor counts (vertical axis). It
can be seen that all dots are closely scattered on either side of the line 𝑦 = 𝑥, which means no

systematic error has been observed. The regressed linear model in Figure 7 almost matches 𝑦 = 𝑥,

therefore the pedestrian counts were accepted for all intersections (except the one previously
mentioned).
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Figure 8 : Observed counts vs. sensor counts

With regards to bicycles, about 9% (13 hours, more than 5%) of videos were recounted and Error
calculation results are exhibited in Table 1.
Table 1 : Sensor error calculation results after recounting samples
Nonmotorized
mode

Sample
size

Pedestrians

82

Bicycles

53

Data
source
15 min.
interval
15 min.
interval

Total 12
Hour
Absolute
Error

Mean
Absolute
Error

Max
Error

Min
Error

8.44%

11.36%

100.00%

0.00%

38.50%

55.37%

100.00%

0.00%

In terms of bicyclist counts, the value of Mean Absolute Error turned out to be 55.37% which is a
high error value (See Table 1). Figure 9 shows observed counts (x axis) versus sensor counts (y
axis). The sensor counts are often over-estimated in locations with lower number of bicycles.
This can be a systematic error and may need calibration to resolve the issue. Due to the
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considerable error, it was decided to recount bicycles at all intersections manually by watching
video files.

Figure 9 : Manual counts of bicycles vs. sensor counts

144 hours of video (all intersections) were reviewed and bicycles were recounted. Concerning
pedestrians, one intersection (12 hour) was fully recounted. After finalizing the manual bicycle
counts the total error term (manual results versus sensor outputs) was measured again.
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Figure 10 : Bicycle recounts vs. sensor counts

The Mean Absolute Error of sensors for whole bicycle data computed as 51.40% which is still
very high. The results are indicated in Table 2.
Table 2: Sensor error calculation after full bicycle recounts
Nonmotorized
mode

Sample
size

Data
source

Total 12
Hour
Absolute
Error

Mean
Absolute
Error

Max
Error

Min
Error

Bicycles
(recounts)

576

15 min.
interval

30.83%

51.40%

400.00%

0.00%

In conclusion pedestrian counts by sensor (except one case which was recounted manually) were
used in this research but in case of bicycles, manual recounts were used for this study.
ii.

Data Extrapolation

Once the 12 hour volumes for pedestrians and bicycles at reference intersections verified, the next
step was to determine the pedestrian and bicycle volume patterns. These patterns later would be
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used to extrapolate all manual location data according to their similar land-use characteristics
with reference station.
As it was previously mentioned, 12 intersections in 4 cities were selected as reference (or control)
locations. These sites and their land-use characteristics in relation to neighboring areas are shown
in Table 3. Twelve groups were created and each reference location was considered as a
representative for each group. Group labels are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 : Reference intersections and their land use
Group
ID
1
2

Reference Intersection

City

Land Use

Eisenhower - Stone School
S Main _ E Liberty

Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor

3
4

S State _University
Grand River - Division

Ann Arbor
East Lansing

5
6

Red Cedar – Shaw
Saginaw _ Abbot

East Lansing
East Lansing

7

Fenton _ Atherton

Flint

8
9
10

Lippincott - Dort
Bridge _ Lane
Division _ Burton

Flint
Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids

11
12

Leonard _ Fuller
Division _ Fulton

Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids

Residential
Office
(Downtown)
Campus
Campus Retail
Campus
Residential Retail
Residential Retail
Retail
Residential
Residential Retail
Retail
Office

Pedestrian and Bicycle counts for each one of these locations were graphed to indicate data
patterns for each specific land-use. Rapid variations of aggregated counts during 15 minute
periods would cause sharp spikes and noisy patterns. The smoothing method (moving average)
was chosen to reduce this effect by a rolling average technique. According to this method, the
average counts of each period with two neighboring periods (before and after) replaced the
current count for that specific period.
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𝐶𝑡̅ =

𝐶𝑡−1 + 𝐶𝑡 + 𝐶𝑡+1
3

For example, one pattern before and after smoothing was shown in Figure 11. After applying this
technique, noises were removed and the resulted pattern better portrayed the changes in the real
world.

Figure 11 : Before and after smoothing data pattern

Once all of the patterns were adjusted and graphed, 12 groups of patterns for pedestrians and 12
groups for bicycles were formed.
The next step was to determine the land-use and longitude and latitude for each one of manual
locations by Google Map. Total pedestrian and bicycle counts during one hour period and the
exact timeframe of data collection at each intersection were also determined and all information
was tabulated.
For each manual intersection one reference location out of 12 sites was selected with following
criteria:
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•

Similar neighboring land-use type and ongoing activities

•

Preferably located in the same city

Once the reference location was determined, the respective one-hour counts (pedestrians and
bicycles) during the corresponding timeframe at reference intersection were computed. For
example in Figure 12 if (C2) the counts at the manual spot were collected between 2:00 PM to
3:00 PM, the corresponding counts during the same time period at the reference location (C1)
would be calculated and used to compute adjustment factors.

Figure 12 : Adjustment factor

Adjustment factors (PF and BF respectively for Pedestrian and Bicycles) were defined to
extrapolate counts at manual locations according to their corresponding reference location. This
technique was utilized to complete 12 hour volumes for all manual locations and classify them in
twelve reference groups. For example, group 4 with corresponding patterns is shown in Figure 13
and Figure 14.
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Table 4: An example list of intersections with their extrapolation factors

Intersection
S State St - Hill St.
Collingwood - Grand River
Abbot - Grand River
Harrison - Michigan
Harrison - Throw Bridge
S Saginaw - E 5th Ave
Grand River_ Divison

Group_4
City
Ref_St
Ann_Arbor
GrandRiver_Divison
East_lansing GrandRiver_Divison
East_lansing GrandRiver_Divison
East_lansing GrandRiver_Divison
East_lansing GrandRiver_Divison
Flint
GrandRiver_Divison
East_lansing GrandRiver_Divison

PF
0.92
1.56
0.75
0.36
0.11
0.58
1.00

Figure 13: Pedestrian volume pattern for group 4

Figure 14: Bicycle volume pattern for group 5

BF
0.96
11.29
4.45
1.52
0.75
0.02
1.00
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2. Crash Data

Crash data records from 2004-2011 were received from Michigan Office of Highway Safety
Planning (OHSP) in Excel format and were validated through the data available through MTCF
(Michigan Traffic Crash Facts) website. The data included all crash types and provided a variety
of information related to each individual crash. Due to specific purpose of this research, specific
information involving crashes with pedestrians or bicyclists were filtered out and the final data
files were constructed. During the selection of counting locations, 8 year data (2004 - 2011) were
mapped to identify high crash intersections. The results are shown in figures below.

Figure 15 : Pedestrian crash locations in Ann Arbor 2004 – 2011

These maps show that most pedestrian and bicycle crashes occurred in downtown areas. All four
cities approximately have this similar pattern. (Figure 15 to Figure 22)
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Figure 16 : Bicycle crash locations in Ann Arbor 2004 - 2011

Figure 17 : Pedestrian crash locations in East Lansing 2004 - 2011
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Figure 18: Bicycle crash locations in East Lansing 2004 - 2011

Figure 19: Pedestrian crash locations in Flint 2004 - 2011
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Figure 20: Bicycle crash locations in Flint 2004 - 2011

In the city of Flint, there is a lower concentration of pedestrian crashes in the downtown area and
non-motorized crashes appear to be more scattered as compared to other cities.

Figure 21: Pedestrian crash locations in Grand Rapids 2004 - 2011
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Figure 22: Bicycle crash locations in Grand Rapids 2004 - 2011

For further analysis purposes, 5 year data (2007 -2011) was extracted and tabulated.
A closer look at summary crash data in the four cities can give a better picture of the safety level
in each city. Table 5 shows number of pedestrian crashes during the 5 year period.
Table 5 : Number of pedestrian crashes in 4 cities
City
Ann Arbor
East Lansing
Flint
Grand Rapids

2007
53
20
73
100

Number of Pedestrian Crash
2008
2009
2010
2011
52
43
43
64
19
26
20
26
58
44
41
49
90
69
82
97

Total
255
111
265
438

As it can be seen in Table 5, Grand Rapids has had the highest number of crashes from 2007 to
2011, whereas East Lansing has had the least numbers. Figure 23 visualizes the difference of the
number of pedestrian crashes over all of the cities.
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Figure 23 : Comparing number of pedestrian crashes in 4 cities

Total population in each city is shown in Table 6, according to census data 2010 (Census Bureau
Homepage).
Table 6 : Total population (Census data 2010)
City
East Lansing
Ann Arbor
Grand Rapids
Flint

Total Population
110623
52798
102129
188189

By normalizing number of crashes per 10,000 people, better safety measures can be achieved.
Table 7 and Figure 24 illustrate this measure in all cities through five year period. Flint has the
highest crash rate in total and also in years 2007 and 2008, although it was decreased in following
years.
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Table 7 : Number of pedestrian crash per 10,000 people
City
East Lansing
Ann Arbor
Grand Rapids
Flint

Number of Pedestrian Crash per 10,000 population
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Total
3.79
3.60
4.92
3.79
4.92
21.02
4.79
4.70
3.89
3.89
5.79
23.05
5.31
4.78
3.67
4.36
5.15
23.27
7.15
5.68
4.31
4.01
4.80
25.95

Total pedestrian crash per 10,000 population
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Ann Arbor

EL

Flint

GR

Figure 24 : Comparison of pedestrian crash per 10,000 people in 4 cities

Flint in 2007, East Lansing in 2009, Grand Rapids in 2010 and Ann Arbor in 2011 had the
highest pedestrian crash rate (population based). Fatal ratios over 5 year period are shown in
Figure 25. Flint has the highest fatal crash rate (population based) which is about 4 times more
than the second highest fatal crash rate for Grand Rapids.
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Figure 25 : Number of fatal pedestrian crash per 10,000 people

Table 8 and Figure 26 demonstrate the number of bicycle crashes for each city per year. Grand
Rapid had the highest total number of bicycle crashes for all five years as compared to the other
cities.
Table 8 : Number of bicycle crashes in 4 cities
City
Ann Arbor
East Lansing
Flint
Grand Rapids

2007
34
47
30
90

Number of Bicycle Crashes
2008
2009
2010
2011
59
63
51
59
41
53
27
47
20
26
25
15
100
113
73
98

Total
266
215
116
474
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Figure 26 : Comparing the number of bicycle crashes in 4 cities

Conversely, East Lansing has had the highest bicycle crash rate (population based) and
maintained its critical rates throughout all 5 years. Table 9 and Figure 27 provide illustrations for
this case.
Table 9 : Number of bicycle crashes per 10,000 people
City
Flint
Ann Arbor
Grand Rapids
East Lansing

Number of Bicycle Crash per 10,000 population
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
Total
2.94
1.96
2.55
2.45
1.47
11.36
3.07
5.33
5.70
4.61
5.33
24.05
4.78
5.31
6.00
3.88
5.21
25.19
8.90
7.77
10.04
5.11
8.90
40.72
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Total number of bicycle crash per 10,000 population
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Figure 27 : Comparing total bicycle crash rate per 10,000 people

Figure 28 shows combinations of different levels of severity in bike crashes. As it can be seen
fatal crashes in Flint have had higher percent comparing to other cities.

Figure 28 : Contributory level of severity over 4 cities
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Mapping severities can also give a better understanding about safety level in different locations.
Figure 29 through Figure 36 display the spatial severity level of pedestrian and bicyclist crashes
during the 5 year period.

Figure 29 : Pedestrian crash severity - Ann Arbor 2007 - 2011

Figure 30 : Bicycle crash severity - Ann Arbor 2007 - 2011
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Figure 31 : Pedestrian crash severity - East Lansing 2007 - 2011

Figure 32 : Bicycle crash severity - East Lansing 2007 – 2011

As it can be seen most of the crashes occurred in downtown areas, but in terms of casualty rate,
most severe crashes occurred in surrounding areas where traffic was less congested and speed
was likely higher.
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Figure 33 : Pedestrian crash severity - Flint 2007 - 2011

Figure 34 : Bicycle crash severity - Flint 2007 - 2011
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Figure 35 : Pedestrian crash severity - Grand Rapids 2007 - 2011

Figure 36 : Bicycle crash severity - Grand Rapids 2007 - 2011
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3. Additional Data

After finalizing literature review, a list of additional data along with non-motorized volumes and
crashes were developed and source of each dataset identified.
i.

Demographic and Socio-economic Data

2010 data at a census block level (just demographics available for public) and at a census tract
level (demographics and socio-economic level) were obtained from Census Bureau website
(Census Bureau Homepage). It was decided to use block data whenever feasible, otherwise
census tract level data would be utilized. For example Figures Figure 37 and Figure 38 are
presented to show the census blocks and census tracts in city of Grand Rapids respectively. Their
size differences can be illustrated in these figures. List of extracted variables from census blocks
and census tracts are shown in Figure 37and Figure 38.

Figure 37: Census block divisions in Grand Rapids
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Figure 38: Census tract divisions in Grand Rapids

The lists of data which were used at census block and census tract level are shown in Table 10
and Table 11. For further GIS processing of data, shapefiles related to census blocks and census
tracts were acquired from (CGI - Center for Geography Information) and (Census Block
Shapefiles with 2010 Census Population and Housing Unit Counts, 2010) respectively.
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Table 10 : Data collected at census block level (2010)
Area
Total Population
African American Population
Hispanic Population
Total White Population
Children 14 and Below
Age 15 to 19
Age 20 to 59
Age 60 and Older
Median Age
Both sexes
Male
Female
Households with one or more people 60 years and over
Households with no people 60 years and over
Total Male Population
Total Female Population
Proportion of Housing Units that are Vacant
Households Owner Occupied
Household Renter Occupied
Family Households
Family Households 2-Person
Family Households 3-Person
Family Households 4-Person
Family Households 5-Person
Family Households 6-Person
Family Households 7-Person
Nonfamily Households
Nonfamily Households 1-Person
Nonfamily Households 2-Person
Nonfamily Households 3-Person
Nonfamily Households 4-Person
Nonfamily Households 5-Person
Nonfamily Households 6-Person
Nonfamily Households 7-Person
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Table 11 : Data collected at census tract level (2010)
Means of
Transportation to
Work

Means of
Transportation to
Work by Vehicle
Available

Car, Truck, or Van
Drove Alone
Carpooled
Public Transportation Excluding Taxicab
Bus or Trolley Bus
Bicycle
Walked
Other Means
Work At Home
No Vehicle Available
1 Vehicle Available
2 Vehicles Available

3 or More Vehicles Available
Income in the Past 12 Months Below Poverty Level
Income in the Past 12 Months Above the Poverty Level
Average Percentage Income in Past 12 Months Below Poverty Level
Household Low
Less than $10,000
Income in the Past 12
$10,000 to $14,999
Months
$15,000 to $19,9999
Employment Status
Employed
for the Population 16
Unemployed
Years and Over
Not in Labor Force
Educational
No High School Diploma or GED
Attainment for 18
High School Diploma or GED
years and Older
Some College or Associate's Degree
Bachelor's Degree
Graduate Degree or Higher
Median Household Income in the Past 12 Months
Student Enrollment
8th Grade and Lower
Status
9th to 12th Grade
College or Professional School
Not Enrolled
1- Unit Structure
2-Unit Structure
Mobile Homes
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ii.

Spatial Data of High Activity Locations and Related Facilities

Some land uses generate activities impacted pedestrian and bicyclist exposure or crashes rates.
Most of these locations were introduced in the literature review. Pedestrian / bicycle interactions
with other modes in road networks are scattered geographically .In this study, spatial analysis has
been the key to analyzing the impact of different locations on non-motorized dynamics. Due to
this reason, data had to be translated to a GIS base format. Geocoding for some locations
indicated in Table 12 was performed through using Google Earth. Locations were searched for
each city. Then “.KML” format file which included name, address and coordinates (longitude
and latitude) were downloaded and transferred to Excel file.
Table 12 : Locations of interest
Land Use type
Bus Stops
Schools
Liquor Store
Bars
Retails

Source
Google Earth
Google Earth
Google Earth
Google Earth
Google Earth

Some other attractions which are listed in Table 13data were acquired directly from (esri, 2013)
in GIS based format.
Table 13 : Locations of interest
Land Use Type
University Buildings
Churches
Libraries
Terminals
Museums
Hospitals / Clinics
Government Offices

Source
ESRI
ESRI
ESRI
ESRI
ESRI
ESRI
ESRI
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Spatial data of some other facilities were obtained through meetings and correspondence with
representatives of Cities or MPOs. These data were mostly available in Shapefile formats (Arc
GIS 10) and directly usable for spatial analysis. Some of this information may be maintained by
the City, whereas the rest could be retained by MPO. However the data availability varies city by
city. If the data was not available, then Google Earth was used to complete inventory.
Table 14 : Facilities and data source
Facility type
Sidewalks
Signalized Intersections
Signalized Crosswalks
Mid-Block Cross walks
Bicycle Lanes

iii.

City or MPO






Google Earth




-

Spatial Transportation Data

Shapefiles of city limits, road networks were retrieved from Michigan DTMB website (CGI Center for Geography Information). The boundary of each city was used to trim the extent of the
road networks. Road classifications of these shapefiles were based on NFC designation
(Michigan's use of NFC, 2013) and are indicated in Table 15.
Table 15 : NFC road classifications
Code
NFC-1
NFC-2
NFC-3
NFC-4
NFC-5
NFC-6
NFC-7

Road Type
Interstates
Other Freeways
Principal Arterials Others
Minor arterials
Major Collector
Minor Collector
Local Roads
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Access points, intersecting points of Arterials and Collectors with local roads, were also
necessary to be included in spatial data. Multiple GIS operations were conducted to build a data
file for access points. According to the purpose of analyses which will be discussed in further
chapters, various GIS operations were utilized to create different combinations of datasets for
each specific analysis.
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NON-MOTORIZED VOLUME ANALYSIS AND MODELING

Non-motorized exposures in safety studies can be measured by their volumes which interact with
motorized traffic. If more pedestrians or bicyclists travel on locations which are shared with
motorized vehicles, there are at a higher risk to get involved in crashes (Molino, et al., 2012).
However, non-motorized modes remained the least understood modes of transportation and their
modeling is fundamentally different from motorized modes. Generally speaking, walking trips
has a higher percentage of total trips compared to bike trips. For example, this difference was
observed in the (Baltimore) case and found 12.4% to 0.5% walking versus biking trips (Clifton, et
al., 2004). Previous literature exhibited a correlation between non-motorized volumes and
demographic and socio-economic characteristics.
The objective of this chapter is to develop models to estimate number of pedestrians and bikes at
intersections. These models are expected to give insight about non-motorized exposures. Similar
models have been found very useful in previous researches (Raford & Ragland, 2005). Four basic
categories of non-motorized demand forecasting models have been introduced (Turner, et al.,
1998);
•

Aggregate model (Based on census tract or traffic zone aggregate data)

•

Facility locator (Pedestrian/bike facilities assumed as trip destinations)

•

Stand-alone, sequential model (Similar to classic four step, only pedestrians/bikes trips)

•

Four-step traffic model (Classic transportation model modified to account for nonmotorized)

Previous research (Turner, et al., 1998) used results of survey, prevalent land use characteristics
and zonal developments to build a model for predicting non-motorized demand in four Texas
cities. Findings of this study suggested that average bike trip length ranged from 2 to 6 km (trip
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purposes: Work-Based, Recreation-Based and School-Based) and average pedestrian trip length
ranged from 2 to 3 km (trip purposes: Home-Based Work, Home-Based Non-Work and NonHome Based).
1. Pedestrian Volume Model

This difference between pedestrian mode and bicyclist mode is resulted from their dissimilar
nature, trip length and flexibility. Three methods for pedestrian modeling were introduced in
(Raford & Ragland, 2005):
•

Sketch Plans (Regional level)

•

Network Analysis (Neighborhood level)

•

Micro-simulation based (Corridor – Intersection – Enclosed environment)

Syntax model (classified as a network analysis type) was used in numerous previous research;
however, because this study focused on pedestrian volumes at intersections and not those who are
walking along the roads, the desired approach could be classified between group two and three.
Similar models have already been utilized in previous studies (Schneider et al., 2009) and simple
regression models were used to estimate pedestrian volumes (Green_Roesel, Ryan; Diogenes,
Mara Chagas; Ragland, David R., 2007).
After conducting literature review and some data scrutiny, the author decided to develop two
models; OLS (Ordinary Least Square) model and Log-linear model.
In least square regression (OLS) model, the relationship between dependent variable and
independent variables is modeled by fitting a line. The equation of best-fitting line for observed
volumes is calculated by minimizing the sum of deviations of each observed volume and its
corresponding estimated value. (Linear regression, 1997)
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When non-linear relationship exists between dependent and independent variables, logarithmic

models can be used. In log-linear model, the independent variable in linear model is replaced with

its natural logarithm value (Benoit, 2011). The rest is similar to OLS method, by establishing a

best-fitting line between y (logarithm of dependent variable) and x (independent variables).

Following equations exhibit the general format of both models.

𝑦 = 𝐴1 ∗ 𝑥1 + 𝐴2 ∗ 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝐴𝑛 ∗ 𝑥𝑛 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. + ξ
log 𝑦 = 𝐴1 ∗ 𝑥1 + 𝐴2 ∗ 𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝐴𝑛 ∗ 𝑥𝑛 + 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡. + ξ
In both models ξ is the error term and 𝑦 (Dependent variable) is the 12-hour pedestrian volume

(7 am to 7 pm) at any signalized intersection in 4 cities under study. Independent variables ( 𝑥𝑖 )

include prevalent land-use at the intersection, demographic, socio-economic data and pedestrian
attractions. QQ-plots in Figure 39 and Figure 40 illustrate the distribution of y (pedestrian
volumes) and also its logarithm versus normal distribution.
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Figure 39 : QQ-plot shows normal distribution vs. pedestrian volume distribution

QQ-plot in Figure 39 shows the distribution of 12-hour pedestrian volume versus a normal
distribution. The point which falls far outside from rest of data is a special location inside the
campus of University of Michigan with substantial pedestrian activities. The volume distribution
is clearly distinct from the normal distribution. Distribution of natural logarithm of volumes as
compared to the Normal distribution can be observed in Figure 40. In logarithmic format, data
pattern becomes closer to normal distribution.

Figure 40 : QQ-plot normal distribution vs. logarithm of pedestrian volumes
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Demographic data at census block level was used, but for socio-economic data (Employment,
Education, Transport and income) census tract level information was used.
It was shown that walk-able distance for pedestrians (trip length) in previous studies was often
assumed to be a quarter mile, but it could be slightly longer. However in this study a buffer zone
with radius of 0.25 mile was introduced (See Figure 41). The average densities of corresponding
data (demographic / socio-economic) within each buffer were multiplied by the area of the buffer
(circle with radius of 0.25 mi) to compute data within each buffer zone. Number of schools, bars,
liquor stores and retail stores within the buffer were also included in the analysis. Presences of
bus stops within the buffer zone were introduced through dummy variables.

Figure 41: Quarter mile buffers at intersections and census block data

Correlations between dependent variables and independent variables were verified and only high
correlated variables (>.0.35) were retained. Remaining variables were filtered to only include
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reasonable ones. In either model, linear or log-linear, different combinations of variables were
tested and multiple runs were conducted.
i.

Linear Model for Pedestrians

The final linear model with significant factors is exhibited in Table 16.
Table 16: Pedestrian linear regression model
Source

Number of obs =
F(5,89)=

SS

df

MS

Model

6.53E+08

3

2.18E+08

Prob > F =

Residual

5.45E+08

91

5986046

R-squared =

1.20E+09

94

12746228 Adj R-squared =

Total

95
36.39
0
0.5454

Root MSE =

0.5304
2446.6

12HourPed

Coef.

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

LU_Campus

3720.458

693.8445

5.36

0

2342.221

5098.695

Num_HBWWalker

9.812563

2.200331

4.46

0

5.441877

14.18325

Retails

50.94992

24.06842

2.12

0.037

3.140962

98.75887

Const.

-13.3064

327.437

-0.04

0.968

-663.72

637.1071

Variables with significant coefficient s are; land use (Campus), number of people who walk to
their workplace and number of retails in the buffer zone. As the coefficient values are all
significantly non-zero with 95% level of confidence, their signs also make sense. Land uses were
defined in the model as dummy variables and model shows that within campus areas, a high
number of pedestrians should be expected. More home-work walkers in the area result in more
pedestrians (also showing friendlier and more inviting environment for pedestrians). Retails can
also generate high number of pedestrians. The R-squared value is above 0.50 which is acceptable
and the F statistics is over 20, showing that at least one regression coefficient is not zero. Figure
42 shows the predicted values versus the observed values.
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Pedestrian Linear Model
Observed (X) vs Predicted (Y)
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Figure 42: Linear model predictions vs. observed volumes

ii.

Log-linear Model for Pedestrians

Pedestrian log-linear model was shown in Table 17.
Table 17: Pedestrian log-linear model
Source

Number of obs =
F(5,89)=

SS

df

MS

Model

153.1794

7

21.88277

Prob > F =

Residual

54.39112

86

0.632455

R-squared =

2.08E+02

93

2.231941 Adj R-squared =

Total
Log12HourPed

Root MSE =

94
34.6
0
0.738
0.7166
0.79527

Coef.

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

LU_Campus

2.221866

0.277481

8.01

0

Num_Walk_Commuter

0.003806

0.001345

2.83

0.006 0.001133 0.006478

Num_schools

0.342546

0.151737

2.26

0.027 0.040903 0.644188

Num_bars

0.076074

0.015192

5.01

Num_Employed_pop

0.003435

0.001468

2.34

0.022 0.000516 0.006353

BusStopAvailability

1.237883

0.380859

3.25

0.002 0.480761 1.995005

Num_Motorized_Commuters

-0.00395

0.001519

-2.6

0.011

Const.

4.318607

0.376442 11.47

0

0

[95% Conf. Interval]
1.670252

2.77348

0.045873 0.106275

-0.00697

-0.00093

3.570266 5.066948
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In this model more variables appeared. Campus land use and number of walkers turn out to be
significant again with positive signs. Number of schools, bars, employed population and bus
stops within the buffer zone have positive impact on pedestrian volumes, while people who
commute with vehicles (cars, vans or trucks) has a negative influence on pedestrian volumes. The
negative influence on pedestrian volumes can be correlated with areas located in outer districts or
not well-equipped with appropriate facilities.
The adjusted R-squared value for this model is 0.7166 which is a good fit for the observed values.
F statistics also has a satisfying value 34.6 representing at least one non-zero coefficient.

Pedestrian Log-linear Model
Observed (X) vs Predicted (Y)
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Figure 43 : Comparison of log-linear model results with observed values

In both models we see that one point (which was previously discussed) has influenced the trend,
but in the log-linear model the points are closer to 45 degree line, which results in better
estimation.
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Residual plots of pedestrian models
Comparing Linear model vs. Log-linear
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Figure 44: Residual plots of two pedestrian models

Residual plots which demonstrate the difference between model estimations and observed values
(yobserved − ymodel ) are shown for both models in Figure 44. By examining these plots, it can be

inferred that log-linear model have more small residuals than the linear model. Considering the
statistics and observations, the Log-linear model is chosen because it provides better predictions.
2. Bicycle Volume Model

Estimating bike volumes at a specific location on the road network in comparison with pedestrian
volume is more cumbersome because of different length trips and various trip purposes
(recreational, commute, personal business or socializing). The current census tract data provides
general information regarding bike trips within a census tract, but does not consider local trips.
Also, it only focuses on commuter trips and other trips are neglected. The census tract data is
limited to show only the long-term trip choice of commuters (Jones & Buckland, 2008).
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Developing more accurate models at local levels requires extensive data collection over sufficient
time spans with adequate spatial coverage to address weekly, monthly, seasonal and annual trends.
However, due to budget constraints, a pragmatic approach to estimate bike counts at intersections
was targeted. If a model establishes correlation between bike counts and demographic, socioeconomic and physical characteristics of the site, depending on its output statistics, it may fulfill
the requirement. The final result of primary study by Jones and Buckland which was released in
2010 by a group of researchers, used 2 year data to develop pedestrian and bike predicting models,
which could give a good insight in terms of identifying influential factors on bike trip generation
and modeling methods (Jones, et al., 2010).
For bikes also OLS and Log-linear models were developed to find out which one could provide
better results for estimating 12-hour bike counts at intersections. Both methods have already been
discussed in previous section.

Figure 45: QQ-plot shows normal distribution vs. bicycle volume distribution
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Figure 46: QQ-plot normal distribution vs. logarithm of bicycle volumes

Figure 45 and Figure 46 illustrate the QQ-Plots for bicycle volume distribution and logarithm of
volumes. The distribution of logarithms is close to normal distribution.
A buffer zone with radius of 0.5 mile centered to each intersection was selected as influential area
on bike volumes. Considering the size of cities and previous literature, this selection would be
reasonable. Independent variables consist of prevalent land use, demographic (Census block level)
and socio-economic data (Census tract level) within the buffer zone. The number of retails,
schools, recreational parks and bike lanes were used as dummy variable. These variables
represent network characteristics, user friendliness, population and land use as factors influencing
non-motorized travel (Jones & Buckland, 2008). Both models are exhibited and discussed below.
i.

Linear Model for Bicycles

Firstly, correlation between variables was scrutinized and those with low correlation (less than
0.35) with dependent variables were taken out. Then independent variables that may impact the
bike volume on a reasonable basis were retained and different combinations were tried. After
several trials, the final model was chosen which is shown in Table 18.
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Table 18: Bicycle linear regression model
Source

Number of obs =
F(5,85)=

91
41.49

SS

df

MS

Model

43555776

4

10888944

Prob > F =

Residual

22570387

86

262446.4

R-squared =

0.6587

6.61E+07

90

734735.1

Adj R-squared =

0.6428

Total

Root MSE =

Bicycle_12_hr
LU_Campus

Std. Err.

t

P>|t|

926.4239

192.66

4.81

543.4339

1309.414

4.54

1.767682

2.57

1.026007

8.054079

-1.36597

0.21

-6.55

0
0.01
2
0

-1.78071

-0.95123

1.23

0.225628

5.45

0

0.781687

1.678753

-36.72

144.3134

-0.25

0.8

-323.609

250.1624

Num_Employed_pop
Const.

512.3

Coef.

BicycleHBWComut
CarVanTruckCommuters

0

[95% Conf. Interval]

Campus land use, bike commuters and number of employed population (social class
representative) have positive impact while increasing number of people who use motorized
vehicles decreases the number of bikers in each buffer. F statistic equals to 41.49 shows that
model is generally significant and the Adjusted R-squared has acceptable value of 0.6428 which
we concluded as a good fit for this model. Figure 47 exhibits estimated bike volumes by linear
model versus observed values.
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Bicycle Linaer Model
Observed (X) vs. Predicted (Y)
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Figure 47 : Comparison of linear model bicycle predictions with observed counts

ii.

Log-linear Model for Bicycles

Similar to pedestrian modeling, a log-linear model was developed after multiple runs and trying
various combinations of variables. The results are exhibited in Table 19.
Table 19: Bicycle log-linear model
Source

Number of obs =
F(5,85)=

SS

df

Model

144.0245

6

24.00408 Prob > F =

Residual

50.53265
194.5571

77
83

0.656268 R-squared =
2.344062 Adj R-squared =
Root MSE =

Total
LogBicycle_12_hr

MS

t

84
36.58
0
0.7403
0.72
0.8101

Coef.

Std. Err.

P>|t|

[95% Conf. Interval]

LU_Campus

0.812502

0.381277

2.13 0.036

0.053283 1.571722

CarVanTruckCommuters

-0.00156

0.000369 -4.23

0

BicycleHBWComut

0.013274

0.003615

3.67

0

0.006076 0.020473

Non_Labor_Pop

-0.00121

0.000333 -3.64

0

-0.00187

Age_15To19

0.00066

0.000177

3.73

0

0.000308 0.001012

Num_Employed_pop

0.002223

0.000382

5.82

0

0.001463 0.002984

Const.

3.768741

0.281157

13.4

0

3.208886 4.328597

-0.0023

-0.00083
-0.00055
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Some significant variables are similar to linear model (Campus land use, motorized commuters
and cyclist commuters). The new variables are Non-labor population, young people with age
from 15 to 19 and Employed population. The new variables all have a positive impact, which
considering the influence of social class and group age the results seem to be reasonable.
The R-squared adjusted in this model is 0.72 which indicates a good fitting model. Comparison of
the model estimations versus observed values are plotted in Figure 48.

Bicycle Log-linear Model
Observed (X) vs Predicted (Y)
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Figure 48 : Comparing the model predictions with observed values

The residual plots of both models are compared in Figure 49. More small residuals in log-linear
model represent better estimations.
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Residual plots of bicycle models
Comparing Linear models vs. Log-linear
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Figure 49: Residual plots of two bicycle models

After comparing corresponding plots and statistics, log-linear model was found to provide better
estimations for bicycle volumes and selected as final model.
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NON-MOTORIZED CRASH ANALYSIS AND MODELING

In this chapter, pedestrian and bike crashes are analyzed and modeled. The result of these
analyses determines the significance of exposure (volumes) and other spatial factors according to
current data. In previous studies, the age of involved parties along with land-use were determined
influential on pedestrian crashes. For example, in one study (Abdel-Aty, Chundi, & Lee, 2007)
GIS was used to identify spatial distribution of crashes involved school-aged children and a loglinear model was developed to estimate the likelihood of crash occurrence. According to the
results, a majority of non-motorized crashes with involvement of school-aged children occurred
in the proximity of schools. It is also pointed out that middle and high school children were more
involved in crashes than elementary children. Significant factors such as number of lanes,
pedestrian’s/bicyclist’s age, driver’s age, gender, speed limits, median type, alcohol use and
speed ratio were found to be correlated with the frequency of crashes.
In another study (Graham & Glaiser, 2003) the impact of urban characteristics, density and landmix on the occurrence of road pedestrian casualties were investigated in the UK. The spatial
model which was developed in this study examined the role of urban environment with its
associated traffic generation on occurrence of pedestrian casualties. According to results, severe
pedestrian crashes were more likely to occur in residential areas than in economic zones. It also
suggested that in more dense zones less severe pedestrian crashes are expected.
Current research focuses on modeling the non-motorized crashes at census tract level. The
reasons for this decision are; availability of demographic, socio-economic and spatial data
(shapefiles), homogeneity of the characteristics within each census tract and generating a
sufficient number of variables for crash models.
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In total, there are 167 census tracts which are fully or partially located within the boundaries of
cities (Ann Arbor, East Lansing, Flint and Grand Rapids). After examining all census tracts, it
was realized that one of census tracts was better to be divided into two areas. This is the census
tract in which MSU (Michigan State University) is located. Campus and university buildings are
situated in upper part of the tract while in lower part no special non-motorized activity were
observed (A golf course is located in this area) and combining these two areas could have made
the analyses biased. This census tract is shown in Figure 50. After this division the total number
of census tracts became 168.

Figure 50 : MSU census tract before and after division
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The next step was to compute the non-motorized exposures (volumes) at census tract level.
Pedestrian and bike models which were explained in previous chapter, were used to estimate the
volumes at all signalized intersections for all cities. Then volumes were aggregated within each
census tract to find the overall number.
Two dataset were developed, one for pedestrians and the other for bikes. Each census tract was
put in one row and related data were entered in columns. These data which were accumulated at
census tract level include demographic data, socio-economic data (Table 11), pedestrian or bike
crash data (Table 20), transportation facilities and non-motorized attractions data (Table 21) and
aggregated pedestrian or bike volume data. Once the datasets were completed, analyses began.
The selection of modeling methodology depends on characteristics of variables. Considering the
nature of crashes, Poisson and Negative Binomial methods (Hubbard, 2011) were selected to
build the pedestrian and bikes.
In Poisson model the dependent variable is an integer number with small value. This model is
used when an event occur within a given time span. The expected value of dependent variable
(number of crashes in this case), is given by following equation (Jacob, 2002).

E[yi | xi ] =

λ i = ex i β

Where, λ is the average number of occurrences in a specified interval. The major assumption is
that the mean value of y is equal to variance of y values otherwise the case could be overdispersion or under-dispersion. Further tests will show if the assumption is correct or not.
Although this model looks like log-linear model but the parameters in this model are estimated by
maximizing likelihood function.
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Negative Binomial is also used to model counts and it is more flexible than Poisson (Regression
Models with Count Data, 2007). If the diagnosis tests show that the count data is over-dispersed,
Negative Binomial could replace the Poisson model.
In this research, after examining the preliminary results and observing the over-dispersed data, it
was decided to select Negative Binomial as final method for modeling pedestrian and bicycle
crashes. In following sections both crash models are introduced and discussed.
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Table 20: List of pedestrian or bicycle crash data at census tract level
Crash occurrence at daytime (6 am to 6 pm)
Crash occurrence at nighttime (6 pm to 6am)
Season Of Crash
Year of Crash
Total fatal crashes within census tract
Total incapacitating crashes within census tract
Total non-incapacitating crashes within census tract
Total possible injury crashes within census tract
Total no injury (PDO) crashes within census tract
total Fatal Crash (for checking purpose)
Injury Crash (all injuries) - for checking purpose
Total crashes at locations with Unknown Lighting condition
Crash at signalized intersection
Crash at stop controlled intersection
Crash at yield sign controlled intersection
Crash at intersection with no traffic control device
Crash occurred on roadway
Crash occurred on median
Crash occurred on shoulder
Crash occurred at outside curb
Crash occurred on gore
Crash occurred at interchange
Crash occurred at intersection
Crash occurred at mid-block
Crash related to alcohol
Crash related to drugs
Crash in local roads
Crash in major collector
Crash in minor arterial
Crash in principal arterial
Crash in freeway
Crash in interstate
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Table 21: List of transportation facilities and non-motorized attractions
Total length of Interstates inside the census tract per meters
Total length of Freeways inside the census tract per meters
Total length of Principal Arterials inside the census tract per meters
Total length of Minor Arterials inside the census tract per meters
Total length of major Collectors inside the census tract per meters
Total length of Major Collectors, Minor Arterials, Principal Arterials, Freeways and Interstates in
Census tract
Total Bicycle lanes in all roads
Total Bicycle lanes in local roads
Total bicycle lanes in Collectors
Total bicycle lanes in Minor Arterials
Total bicycle lane in Principal Arterials
Number of bus stops in Census tract
Total number of signalized intersections in Census tract
Total number of street lights in Census tract
Total number of retails in Census tract
Total number of Liquor stores in Census tract
Total number of bars in Census tract
Total number of schools in Census tract
Total number of Recreational areas / Parks in Census tract
Total number of University buildings in Census tract
Total number of Churches in Census tract
Total number of Libraries in Census tract
Total number of Terminals in Census tract
Total number of Museums in Census tract
Total number of Hospitals / Clinics in Census tract
Total number of Government offices in Census tract
Total sidewalks in Principal Arterials within Census tract
total sidewalks in Minor Arterials within Census tract
Number of signalized int. within census tract
Number of midblock crossing within census
number of minor midblock crossing within census tract
Total Number of Signalized Crossings in Census Tract
Total number of Minor midblock crosswalks
Total number of Major midblock crosswalks
Number of access points within a census tract
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1. Pedestrian Crash Model

The dependent variable was the number of pedestrian crashes in 5 years. After multiple runs and
trying different combinations of variables, the following negative binomial model was finalized
and selected. (See Table 22)
Negative binomial regression
Dispersion = mean
Log likelihood = -354.96405
Number of observations =
LR chi2 (5)

=

137

134.53

Prob > chi2

=

0.0000

Pseudo R2

=

0.1593
Table 22: Pedestrian crash model

Total Pedestrian Crash
Coef.
Std. Err. z
P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
PedPerSig
0.000116 5.23E-05 2.22
0.027
1.35E-05 0.000219
BelowPovLv
0.000358 8.49E-05 4.22
0
0.000192 0.000525
Pop_15to19
0.000437 0.000097 4.51
0
0.000247 0.000627
Access_points
0.022939 0.002843 8.07
0
0.017368 0.02851
Num_retails
0.025317 0.005229 4.84
0
0.01507 0.035565
_cons
0.241858 0.13973 1.73
0.083
-0.03201 0.515723
/lnalpha
-1.47642 0.231761
-1.93066 -1.02218
alpha
0.228454 0.052947
0.145052 0.359812
Likelihood-ratio test of alpha=0: chibar2 (01) = 77.58 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000

Significant variables with a 95% level of confidence in this model are: Average number of daily
pedestrians (12-hour volumes) per signalized intersection within each census tract (PedPerSig),
Number of population below poverty level within each census tract (BelowPovLv), Number of
population aged 15 to 19 within each census tract (Pop_15to19), Number of access points within
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each census tract (Access_points) and Number of retails within each census tract). All variables
are associated with increased pedestrian crash frequencies.
2. Bicycle Crash Model

The dependent variable is the total bicycle crashes during a 5 year period (from 2007 to 2011).
The final negative binomial model and related statistics are shown below.
Negative binomial regression
Dispersion = mean
Log likelihood = -368.08238
Number of observations =
LR chi2(5)

=

109.48

Prob > chi2

=

0.0000

Pseudo R2

=

0.1295

137

Table 23: Bicycle crash model
Total Bicycle Crashes Coef.
Std. Err. z
P>|z|
[95% Conf. Interval]
BikPerSig
0.004043 0.000994 4.07
0
0.002094 0.005992
Trans_Car
0.000923 0.00019 4.85
0
0.00055 0.001296
AbovePovLv
-0.00063 0.000123 -5.14
0
-0.00087 -0.00039
MidSchL
0.000927 0.000308 3.01
0.003
0.000324 0.00153
Num_retails
0.015185 0.005858 2.59
0.01
0.003703 0.026667
Access_points
0.022181 0.003225 6.88
0
0.01586 0.028503
_cons
0.377768 0.184053 2.05
0.04
0.017031 0.738505
/lnalpha
-1.06028 0.194262
-1.44102 -0.67953
alpha
0.34636 0.067285
0.236686 0.506856
Likelihood-ratio test of alpha=0: chibar2 (01) = 174.17 Prob>=chibar2 = 0.000

Significant variables with 95% level of confidence in this model are: Average number of daily
bicycles (12-hour volumes) per signalized intersection within each census tract (BicyclePerSig),
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Number of people who commute to work with motorized vehicles (Trans_Car)within each census
tract, Number of population above poverty level within each census tract (BelowPovLv), Number
of middle school population living within each census tract (MidSchL), Number of access points
within each census tract (Access_points) and Number of retails within each census tract
(Num_retails). Except the income related variable (AbovePovLv) which is correlated with
reduced bicycle crashes, all other variables are associated with increased bicycle crash
frequencies.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

1. Pedestrians

In previous chapters spatial factors related to pedestrian exposures and crashes were identified.
Though pedestrian volume data has a wide range of usage in design and it is not limited to risk
analysis (Green-RoeselL, Diogenes, & Ragland, 2010), this study focused on the role of exposure
to create risk of crash for pedestrians. Correlation between average daily numbers of pedestrians
at signalized intersections within each census tract with the total number of crashes in that
specific census tract was one of major findings of this research. This correlation is directly
illustrated in Figure 51.

Pedestrain Crash (Y) vs. Average daily Exposure Per Sig.
Intersections (X)
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Figure 51 : Pedestrian crashes at census tract level vs. exposure at signalized intersections

As a result, it could imply that factors which influence pedestrian volumes will indirectly impact
pedestrian crash frequencies as well. Influential factors on pedestrian exposures are shown in
Table 24. These factors along with the factors which directly impact pedestrian crashes (Table 25)
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should be considered as influential factors. In Table 25 the exposure variable represents the
indirect factors.
Table 24: Influential factors on pedestrian volumes
Factors associated with pedestrian exposure
Variable
Impact
Campus land use
Increase
Walking commuters
Increase
Number of Schools
Increase
Number of bars
Increase
Number of employed population
Increase
Bus stop availability
Increase
Motorized commuters
Decrease

Table 25: Influential factors on pedestrian crashes
Factors associated with pedestrian crashes
Variable
Impact
Avg. Pedestrian exposure per sig. intersection
Increase
People below poverty level
Increase
People aged 15 to 19
Increase
Number of access points
Increase
Number of retails
Increase

The total number of pedestrian crashes at signalized intersections (within each census tract) could
also be compared with the total number of crashes in the same census tract. The result is exhibited
in Figure 52. In this case better correlation seemingly occurs.
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Ped Volumes (X) and Crashes (Y) at signals
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Figure 52: Pedestrian crash at signals vs. total pedestrian exposures at signals

This finding may help to define a risk measure (Green_Roesel, Diogenes, & Ragland, 2010)
which is associated with each census tract. If it was assumed that this 12-hour volume data
represented the average daily number of pedestrians (this simplification requires neglecting
nighttime volumes, weather impact, seasonal factor and etc.), the following ratio can be
developed to quantify the risk measure at each census tract.

RMP =
Where;

TPC ∗ N ∗ 100,000
TPV ∗ 5 ∗ 365

RMP = Number of pedestrian crashes per 100,000 exposures at signalized intersections
TPC = Total number of pedestrian crashes during 5-year period within each census tract
N= Number of signalized intersections
TPV = Total daily pedestrian volumes at all intersections within a census tract
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This measure can also be aggregated to the city level and compared over all cities.

Pedestrian Crashes Per 100,000 Exposures at signalized
intersection (RMP)
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Figure 53: Comparison of crash risk measure (based on pedestrian exposure) in all cities

If this measure is compared with population based measure (Figure 24) or with road-length based
measure (Figure 54), it gives new insight about pedestrian safety in these cities.
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Figure 54: Comparison of pedestrian risk measure (based on road length) in all cities
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For example in East Lansing the rate of pedestrian crashes on road length basis is higher than
Flint, but East Lansing is safer than Flint in terms of pedestrian exposure. By applying this
measure at census tract level, those areas which require special attention for pedestrian presence
can be identified. Variation of this risk measure over census tracts of Flint is shown in Figure 55.

Figure 55: Variation of pedestrian risk measure based on exposure in census tracts of Flint

Since the exposure values (pedestrian volumes) have been derived from daily counts, another
approach is to include daytime crashes for risk measurement. Figure 56 shows the comparison of
risk measure for daytime crashes in all four cities. The overall pattern for daytime crash risk
measure in Figure 56 is similar to total crash risk measure (Figure 53).
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Pedestrian Daytime Crashes Per 100,000 Exposures at
signalized intersection
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Figure 56: Comparison of daytime risk measure (based on pedestrian exposure) in all cities

(In a similar procedure this rate can also be computed to determine the severity level per exposure.
Figure 57 shows the variation of severe pedestrian crashes (K and A) over the four cities.

Pedestrian High Severity Crashes Per 1,000,000 Exposures at
Signalized Intersection
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Figure 57: Comparison of severe pedestrian crashes per 1,000,000 exposures
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2. Bicycles

Bicycle volume at a signalized intersection was found to be a significant variable in bicycle crash
modeling. This correlation is directly examined in Figure 58. In this figure, the total numbers of
bicycle crashes within census tracts were plotted against the total daily bicycle volumes at
signalized intersections. The impact of exposure on bicycle crashes can also be inferred in this
figure. Higher exposures can result in more crashes.

Bicycle Crash (Y) vs. Average daily Exposure Per Sig.
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Figure 58: Total bicycle crashes vs. bicycle volumes at signals

According to bicycle volume analysis in previous chapter, the influential factors which impact
bicycle exposure are shown in Table 26 the correlation between bicyclist crashes and their
exposures could reveal the importance of these factors on impacting bicycle crashes indirectly.
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Table 26: Influential factors on bicyclist volumes
Factors associated with bicycle exposure
Variable
Impact
Campus land use
Increase
Motorized commuters
Decrease
Bicyclist commuters
Increase
Non-labor population
Decrease
People aged 15 to 19
Increase
Number of employed population
Increase

Significant factors which impact bicycle crashes directly are illustrated in Table 27. By
comparing Table 26 with Table 27, it can be seen that one variable (Non-motorized commuters)
is associated with decreased bicycle exposure while incorporated with increased crash frequency
at the same time. This could indicate the significance of involvement of motorized traffic in
analyses. The results also show that retails are associated with increased non-motorized
(pedestrian and bicycle) crashes.
Table 27: Influential factors on bicyclist crashes
Factors associated with bicycle crashes
Variable
Impact
Avg. bicyclist exposure per sig. intersection
Increase
Motorized commuters
Increase
People above poverty level
Decrease
Mid-school aged people
Increase
Number of retails
Increase
Number of access points
Increase

Now if the x value in Figure 58 is replaced with the total number of bicycle crashes at signalized
intersections (Figure 59) a stronger correlation could be expected.
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Bicycle Vol (x) vs Bicycle Crash At Signalized Intersection
y = 0.0036x
R² = 0.5729
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Figure 59: Bicycle crashes at signals vs. bicycle volume at signals

Risk measures on the basis of exposure could be developed similar to what was done for
pedestrians.

RMB =
Where;

TBC ∗ N ∗ 10,000
TBV ∗ 5 ∗ 365

RMB = Number of bicycle crashes per 100,000 exposures at signalized intersections
TBC = Total number of bicycle crashes during 5-year period within each census tract
N= Number of signalized intersections
TBV = Total daily bicycle volumes at all intersections within a census tract
Figure 60 shows the aggregated result of risk measures in all cities.
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Bicycle Crash Per 10,000 Exposure at signalized intersection
(RMB)
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Figure 60: Comparison of risk measure (based on exposure) in all cities

Another risk measures which are based on the total population and road length are exhibited in
Figure 27 and Figure 61. By comparing these figures it can be seen that Flint has the highest risk
for bicycle crashes in terms of exposure but it gets the lowest risk in terms of population and road
length.

Total bicycle crashes per 100 miles of roads
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Figure 61: Comparison of bicycle risk measure (based on road length) in all cities
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Risk measure can also be mapped at census tract level. Figure 62 exhibits bicycle crashes per
10,000 exposures at signalized intersections in various census tracts of Grand Rapids. According
to current data, it appears that in some areas along the Division corridor, the bicycle exposures
could create more of a risk for crashes.

Figure 62: Variation of bicycle risk measure based on exposure in Grand Rapids

Because bicycle counts were collected during the daytime (7 AM to 7 PM), one may suggest that
involvement of daytime bicycle crashes is more reasonable. Figure 63 shows the daytime crash
risk measure per 10,000 exposures (during the daytime). As it can be seen in this figure, daytime
crash risk in Grand Rapids is higher than Flint while in Figure 60 opposite result was perceived.
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This example reveals the impact of inclusion different parameters in risk measurement which
may result in dissimilar or even opposite interpretations.

Bicycle Daytime Crash Per 10,000 Exposure at signalized
intersection
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Figure 63: Comparison of daytime crash risk measure (based on exposure) in all cities

Figure 64 exhibits total severe bicycle crashes (K plus A level) per 100,000 exposures at
signalized intersections. Flint has the highest rate of severe crashes per exposure and it can be
translated as the least safe location for bicyclists according to current data.

Bicycle High Severity Crashes Per 100,000 Exposures at
Signalized Intersection
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Figure 64: Comparison of severe bicycle crashes per 100,000 exposures
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CONCLUSIONS

Research was conducted to identify spatial factors impacting non-motorized volumes and also
crash risks. After an extensive literature review, 92 intersections (signalized) in the four cities of
Michigan were selected based on the data of pedestrian and bicycle crash records, land use and
geographic location. Then pedestrian and bicyclist counts were collected by sensors or manually.
Later manual data was extrapolated and complete data-set was developed.
Additional data, including non-motorized attractions, facilities and infrastructure, were obtained.
By using ArcGIS 10.0, buffer zones (quarter mile for pedestrians and half mile for bicycles) were
created and extended data files were created. Then two log-linear models were built to estimate
pedestrian and bicycle counts at signalized intersections. According to current data, significant
factors (all within the quarter mile buffer zone) which had a direct correlation with pedestrian
exposure at a signalized intersection are: Campus land use, Number of people who walk to their
workplace, Number of schools, Number of bars, Number of employed population and Presence of
bus stop. The number of people who commute with motorized vehicles was inversely correlated.
Influential factors which have direct correlation with bicycle exposure at a signalized intersection
(all within half mile buffer zone) were identified as: Campus land use, Number of people who
commute with bicycles to their workplace, Number of people aged 15 to 20, number of employed
people. Inversely correlated factors were identified as: Number of people who commute with
motorized vehicles to their work and Non-labor population.
Census tracts had been selected as the target regions for crash study in this research, thus nonmotorized volumes in all signalized intersections (within census tracts of all cities) were
computed and after multiple sequential GIS operations, extensive datasets were created. In these
data files all available data including crash data, volume data, attractions, demographics, socio-
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economics, facilities and infrastructure for each census tract were tabulated. After preliminary
analyzes, negative binomial models were selected to predict pedestrian and bicycle crashes at
census tract level. According to data, significant factors which correlated directly with pedestrian
crashes are: Average pedestrian volumes at signalized intersections, Population below poverty
level, Age group 15 to 19, Number of access points and Number of retails. No variable with
inverse correlation was identified. In case of bicyclists, influential factors with direct correlation
are: Average bicycle volumes at signalized intersections, People who commute to their work with
motorized vehicles, Number of people at mid-school age, Number of retails and Number of
access points. It was found that greater above the poverty line the less likelihood to occur a
bicycle crash.
Another finding in this research was the influence of exposure of non-motorized on the crash
frequencies and severities. Different risk measures which were based on different parameters
(exposure, population and road length) were compared and it turned out that their results may
lead to completely opposite results. In these cases special attention should be given to the
selection of appropriate measures for quantifying the safety level of the location.
For future studies motorized exposures (AADT) and crime rates could be included in the data set.
Identifying influential factors on crash severity could also give good insight for further studies. It
was also suggested to investigate other levels of analyses (intersection level, corridor level, etc.)
and explore more on bicycle trips and characteristics.
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